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“It’s about time! Filipino barbecue may be the best kept culinary secret in Asia—dazzling in its

diversity, virtuoso in its execution, stunning in its soulful flavors. I can’t think of a better guide to

the barbecue of the 7,107 islands that make up the Philippines than journalist and graphic

designer, Alex Paman. To research this book, he spent more than a decade exploring not only

the land of his birth, but Pinoy and Polynesian cultures throughout the Pacific. I spent hours

pouring over Filipino Barbecue and my grilling repertory is definitely richer having read the

book. So thank you, Alex, for sharing the barbecue secrets of the Philippines. I can’t wait to fire

up my grill to try more.”From the preface of Steven Raichlen, author of The Barbecue Bible and

host of Project: Smoke.From scrumptious pork skewers bought at street-corner stalls, to

centerpiece whole roasted pigs displayed proudly at home banquets and community fiestas,

barbecue is an integral and celebrated component of native Filipino cuisine. Filipino Barbecue

is an introductory guide to the native grilling traditions of the Philippines. While far from

comprehensive, it does offer the home cook authentic recipes and information collected from

the mother country itself, as well as its neighboring countries in the Pacific. Filipino cuisine is

noticeably absent in the cooking section of most bookstores today, and what better way to

introduce it to the Mainstream than to make it accessible to your backyard grill?Everyone loves

a good barbecue, so open up this book, pick a recipe, and fire up the grill or hibachi. You won’t

be hungry for long, and you’ll definitely be coming back for seconds or thirds—and maybe even

more.Alex G. Paman is a professional writer and graphic illustrator based in Sacramento,

California. Connect with him online: https://www.facebook.com/Alex.Paman.Author, or https://

twitter.com/AlexPaman
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RaichlenSome books are written for money. Others to set trends, make waves, or pursue fame.

This book was written for pure love. Love of a country—the Philippines. Love of a culture—

Pinoy. Love of a cuisine—Filipino—and above all, love of its barbecue.It’s about time! Filipino

barbecue may be the best kept culinary secret in Asia—dazzling in its diversity, virtuoso in its

execution, stunning in its soulful flavors. If you want to experience the ultimate rotisserie

chicken, head not to France, but to Manila. If you want to feast on the world’s crispiest roast

pig, forget the Carolinas and try the lechon baboy of Cebu.I can’t think of a better guide to the

barbecue of the 7,107 islands that make up the Philippines than journalist and graphic

designer, Alex Paman. Born in Manila, Paman today resides in Sacramento, California, but his

heart still beats in the smoke and fire of Filipino barbecue. To research this book, he spent

more than a decade exploring not only the land of his birth, but Pinoy and Polynesian cultures

throughout the Pacific.The result is nothing less than an encyclopedia of Filipino barbecue,

from the great classics, like annatto-glazed Chicken Inasal and Lechon Manok (supernaturally

crisp roast pig), to dishes you’ve probably never heard of if you’re not Filipino (such as grilled

eggs with pork belly, and sisig—pig’s snouts, ears, and jowls boiled with spices, chopped, and

grilled—it tastes better than it sounds).You’ll learn about traditional Filipino ingredients and

flavorings, which range from patis (pungent soy sauce) to calamansi (a tiny super-sour citrus

fruit), from banana ketchup, yes, to Sprite (Filipinos often flavor marinades with soda pop or

pineapple juice). You’ll master a flotilla of explosively flavorful dipping sauces, from quek quek

(a vinegar, cucumber, tomato sauce served by street vendors) to finadene denache (an

incendiary garlic chili sauce inspired by Guam).I spent hours pouring over Filipino Barbecue

and my grilling repertory is definitely richer having read the book. So thank you, Alex, for

sharing the barbecue secrets of the Philippines. I can’t wait to fire up my grill to try

more.Steven RaichlenMiami, FloridaJanuary, 2018Author’s PrefaceOn a bustling street corner

at sundown, standing in front of a makeshift shanty food cart while surrounded by passing



tricycles, mini-buses and jeepneys…It’s been said that smell is one of the most powerful

stimulus of memory. If that’s true, then the distinct scent of barbecue smoke wafting gently in

the sunset wind is my time-machine back to childhood. One of my fondest memories growing

up in Quezon City in the Philippines was seeing my dad cook pork steaks on our sprawling

backyard grill in the early evening, where the coals were snow-white beneath the heavy metal

grating, and the newspapers used to light the fire had crumbled to glowing embers that flitted in

the night air like fairies.Barbecue for me was one of the joys of being a kid. My family would

later immigrate to the United States and, although my father continued to grill as part of our

tradition (a skill he would eventually pass on to me), I continued to long for that distinct

childhood taste that existed only in the past. To this day, I remember fondly those scrumptious

pork skewers from Lapid’s Barbecue, and the roast chicken and gravy from Robina’s, meals my

mom brought home for dinner. Since moving to America, we could almost duplicate those

flavors with the ingredients available here, to everyone’s satisfaction.Almost.It was this longing

that was to be the genesis of this book. I began scouring through many barbecue cookbooks

that had international recipes, seeing if the Philippines was even represented. With the

exception of grill-master Steven Raichlen’s work, ours was noticeably absent. If I wanted to

taste authenticity again, I needed to return to my country of birth and do some investigating.

Working as a journalist part-time, I used my skills to begin researching native Filipino barbecue

in earnest, particularly while vacationing in and around Manila. I quickly found that, like pit-

masters here in America, few were willing to give up their secret recipes, that special “umph”

that kept their customers coming back for more. Most workers were afraid that their employers

would get angry if they revealed their trademark taste to a potential competitor, while others

just didn’t know the recipes because the meats came to their shops pre-marinated. And with

one rare exception, there was literally no book, Filipino-written or otherwise, that was focused

solely on our native barbecue.I plodded on, asking every grill-jockey I came across for recipes,

techniques, and advice to help me with my quest. Developing a friendship with Steven

Raichlen himself over the years, he suggested that I become more active in promoting Filipino

food to the public. Encouraged by his recommendation, I decided to channel my enthusiasm

solely on native grilling.After gathering enough material from interviews, photographs, and

bookstores, I finally decided to write the book that I’d been longing for for years.Filipino

Barbecue is meant simply as an introduction and overview to native Filipino—or Pinoy—

barbecue. It is such a vast subject, encompassing traditions and techniques that span the

entire breadth of the country. There are literally as many recipes for pork skewers, grilled

chicken, and roast pig as there are grill-masters cooking them, and collecting them all in a

single volume would be next to impossible. But given its lack of coverage in mainstream

barbecue cookbooks here in America, this is definitely a good launching point for both the

native and non-native to explore and savor.And more importantly, it promises one heck of a

meal. Try the recipes in this book and experience the joy of our native grilling. Make them your

own, or—better yet—improve upon them.To this day, when I walk the streets and malls of

Quezon City, Manila, my home province of Naic in Cavite, and the island of Cebu, the sweet

scent of barbecue smoke continues to turn my head, and it makes my mouth water with

anticipation. This same smoke often signals the beginning of the bustling night market that

comes alive at sunset, on every street corner at every city and province across the archipelago.

It’s simple cooking, far from haute cuisine, but bold in flavor and delightful to the senses.I hope

that, through the efforts of this book, many more people will be transported back to their

childhood, to fond memories of home, of bonding, and of family.And perhaps by cooking this

barbecue today, your children will reminisce fondly of you when they get older—as they’re



cooking for their children.Salamat and Mahalo,Alex G. PamanChapter 1: Filipino Barbecue

OverviewBarbecuing is an extremely popular Filipino pastime, and is considered one of the

oldest techniques in native cuisine. From the solitary grill-master selling cheap, skewered

proteins on a bustling street corner, to the rows of rotisserie chicken spinning over charcoal

inside glass-encased stands, to the grandiose roast pig centerpieces that adorn dining tables

at parties and community fiestas, it is considered an integral part of the menu of any special

occasion.Generally called inihaw (pronounced ee-KNEE-how), it is an umbrella term that refers

to the grilling of various meats (pork, chicken, seafood, innards, etc.) over lump charcoal. In the

central or Visayan section of the country, it is known as inasal and sinugba.Native barbecue

can be found all over the world, wherever there is a large Filipino population.Regional

barbecue stylesThe general barbecue or ihaw-ihaw culture of the Philippines varies by region.

The metropolitan cities of Manila and Quezon City on the northern island of Luzon contain the

more commercial or franchised brands of barbecue from both Filipino and American

companies, as well as plenty of street-side grill vendors.North of Manila lies the province of

Pampanga, the birthplace of sisig. This dish is traditionally made of pig jowls, ears and snout

that are boiled, grilled, and then finished on a hot plate with sauces and spices, served as an

appetizer with beer. The nearby Ilocos region is also known for its insarabsab and dinakdakan,

grilled pork dishes served similar to sisig. The province of Batangas, located south of Manila, is

famous for its tinindag pork barbecue.There are two epicenters of barbecue outside of Luzon:

the Larsian complex in Cebu City, and Manokan Country in Bacolod, both of which are in the

central Visayan region of the country. Larsian boasts a variety of styles and stalls of grilled

meats, while Bacolod is the legendary home of Chicken Inasal. Nearby Dumaguete City is also

known for its Chicken Inato, a sweeter version of the Chicken Inasal.Filipinos take great pride

in their roast pig, and it is widely believed that the best Lechon Baboy in the entire country is

found on the island of Cebu.The cities of Davao, Zamboanga, and General Santos, all located

on the southern island of Mindanao, are famous for their grilled seafood, particularly tuna

dishes. Zamboanga is also renowned for its Satti, a skewered barbecue dish made with

chicken, beef, or liver that’s served in a bowl of spicy sauce with clumps of rice.Types of

Filipino barbecueFrom curbside vendors, to dine-in restaurants in the mall, and even at Sutukil

or Dampa markets by the sea (markets where you select the seafood to eat as well its method

of cooking), there are many different kinds of inihaw found throughout the country.Street

barbecue is quite popular and, depending on the skewered meat, are given playful

slangs:Adidas- Grilled chicken feetBetamax- Grilled chicken bloodHelmet- Grilled chicken

headsIUD (Intra-uterine Device)- Grilled chicken or pig intestines (also called isaw)PAL- Grilled

chicken wings (a playful reference to the acronym of Philippine Airlines)Walkman- Grilled pigs’

earsOther skewered proteins used are chicken tails (puwet), chicken gizzard (balun-balunan),

chicken livers (atay), cubes of pork fat (taba), pigs’ lungs (baga), native sausages (longanisa or

chorizo), and even sweet hotdogs.The pork barbecue stick is the quintessential street snack,

charred lightly at the edges and striped with seared fat while remaining deliciously tender

inside. They can be simply brown in color, or be bright red from a banana ketchup baste. Pork

barbecue can also come in steak or pork belly form, grilled whole and then sliced into strips

after cooking.Roast chicken, known locally as Lechon Manok, is a very common sight in both

the city and the province. Cooked inside glass-encased vending stands, these native chickens

are skewered collectively on rotisserie spits and are made to rotate slowly over hot coals.

Basted with soy sauce, calamansi juice and other spices, they are traditionally stuffed with a

lemongrass stalk, which has been folded and wrapped over itself repeatedly to form a compact

bundle.Chicken Inasal is a native form of grilled chicken that originated from the city of



Bacolod, which is located in Negros Occidental in the Visayas. Unlike Lechon Manok (which is

roasted whole), Chicken Inasal is the skewering of various chicken parts and innards with

bamboo sticks, and then grilling them over hot coals. What makes it different from other forms

of native barbecue is its use of coconut vinegar as the base marinade, as well as an Annatto-

infused oil baste. Contrary to some blogs and recipe books, I was told that traditional Chicken

Inasal originally did not use lemongrass as part of the marinade.Roast pig (Lechon Baboy) is

the classic centerpiece of all parties and community fiestas. Said to be of Spanish origin, it is

the spit-roasting of a whole pig over hot coals, basted and stuffed with various aromatics for

flavor. Its dipping sauce varies regionally, with people in Manila preferring the homemade or

commercial liver sauce, while people in Cebu opting to eat the delicious meat plain instead. Its

aromatic stuffing also differs regionally, creating distinct flavors and scents. Creative chefs have

gone as far as fill the roasting pig with Paella and whole chickens.Roast suckling pig, much

smaller in size, is known as Lechon de leche or Cochinillo. Though not as common, Lechon

Baka (roast calf) and Lechon Kambing (roast goat) can also be ordered.In the last decade,

Boneless Lechon Belly has become extremely popular with diners. A smaller, all-meat version

of a whole pig, the pork belly is stuffed with aromatics (sometimes with fiery chili peppers), and

then rolled into a cylinder and spit-roasted. It retains the tender meat and crackling-crisp skin of

a traditional Lechon Baboy, but takes less time to roast.Sisig is a dish that’s been gaining

popularity in recent years. Originating from the province of Pampanga (said to have been

invented by Lucia Cunanan in her Aling Lucing’s restaurant), it was believed to have come

about when locals began purchasing cheap and unutilized pigs’ heads from the commissaries

of Clark Air Force base in Angeles City. Sisig is traditionally made of pig jowls, ears and snout,

which are boiled, grilled, and then chopped to pieces. Mixed with cooked chicken liver, it is

served on a sizzling hot plate with onions, chili peppers, mayonnaise, pork rind, vinegar, and

calamansi juice. Originally served as bar food (called pulutan) to accompany beer, it can now

be found in most restaurant menus using various main meats, including tuna. A raw egg is

sometimes placed on top of the sizzling ingredients.Grilled seafood is a common sight at

seaside establishments, particularly at restaurants and wet markets (where you can choose

your food and select its method of cooking). Bangus (milkfish) is considered the national fish,

delicious but full of bones. Along with the equally popular Tilapia, it is often grilled whole over

coals, or stuffed with aromatics while wrapped in banana leaves or tin foil. The larger species of

Tilapia is called Pla-pla. Grilled tuna jaw, belly, and tail are also quite common, as are blue

marlin, Spanish mackerel (Tanigue or Tanguigue), and even catfish (Hito). Squid and cuttlefish

(Pusit) can be grilled by themselves, or be stuffed with diced tomatoes and onions. There’s

even a squid dish (inihaw na dinaing na pusit) in which it was first dried, and then finished on

the grill. Shrimp (hipon), prawns (sugpo), lobsters (banagan), and oysters (talaba) are also

grilled in commercial establishments, served with vinegar, garlic lemon butter sauce, and even

cheese.Smoking meats such as brisket, ribs or chicken for an extended period of time over low

heat is a standard in American-style barbecue. But in the Philippines, the only protein that is

smoked regularly (a method used for preservation as much as for flavor) is fish. Smoked fish,

known locally as Tapa or Tinapa, is an extremely popular food that is traditionally savored with

steaming white rice, with an accompaniment of diced tomatoes, onions, and garlic-infused

vinegar dipping sauce.Street corn is either boiled and then wrapped tightly in plastic, or

roasted directly over coals. Like its Latin counterparts that serve corn slathered with

mayonnaise and topped with cheese, boiled Filipino corn in amusement parks is served

commercially in a cup, its kernels removed and mixed with melted butter and cheddar cheese

powder. Grilled street corn is simply slathered with butter and sprinkled with rock



salt.Differences with American-style barbecueUnlike its American counterpart that uses dry

rubs or heavy sauces extensively, Filipino barbecue relies almost entirely on wet marinades

and native spices to flavor the meat. Clear, citric sodas such as 7-Up or Sprite are used in the

marinade, long believed to impart a delicious flavor, as well as act as a meat-tenderizer.

Calamansi (calamondin), a native lime, is used as a souring agent in the marinade and/or the

dipping sauce. Ground black pepper is emphasized over salt. Native banana ketchup is also

used to baste pork skewers, sweetening the meat and giving them a bright red color.The

classic barbecue dipping sauce is white vinegar, spiced with diced garlic and flavored with soy

sauce, hot chili peppers, diced onions, calamansi juice, and salt and pepper. As with most

meals in Southeast Asia, barbecue is always accompanied with steaming white rice.Meats are

almost always marinated overnight, to maximize flavor. Unlike its regional neighbors, it

traditionally does not rely on lemongrass as a flavoring agent in the marinade. Proteins are

usually grilled directly over hot coals without a cover. Since charcoal briquets, chimney starters,

and lighter fluid aren’t available in stores, lump charcoal is utilized, using newspapers and a

hand fan to start and maintain the fire.Filipino charcoal grills also differ slightly than their

American counterparts. Since commercially-made grills are often too expensive for the average

consumer, the majority of Filipino home or street-side grills (called an Ihawan or Parilya) are

makeshift constructions. The grill grating is generally much wider and the bars are oriented

horizontally (American grill grates tend to be more vertical in orientation the wider the area).

The grating is hinged at the top or bottom for easy lifting, and it rests on a rectangular

receptacle that contains the lump charcoal fuel. The cooking area rests inside a welded rebar

frame, and is elevated on legs about waist-high.No beef steaks in native cuisineUnless it’s at a

commercial, American-style eatery, you won’t find those thick, juicy, and rare steaks at

barbecue street stalls or local restaurants. While beef is a food staple alongside pork and

chicken, there has never really been a demand for steak because it’s not part of the native diet.

Those prime cuts of meat aren’t usually found in supermarkets, and are too expensive for the

average consumer to buy if they were. Filipinos in general do not like to eat meats that are rare

or half-cooked, and beef is quite tough when cooked thoroughly. It either has to be sliced thinly,

or rendered soft in stews or sauces.MarinadesAs mentioned earlier, Filipino barbecue relies

heavily on marinades rather than dry rubs. The typical barbecue marinade can be broken down

into four components: the base flavor, the sweetener, the souring agent(s), and the aromatics.

The three recurring ingredients are soy sauce, vinegar, and calamansi juice. Soy sauces vary

in brand, while the white vinegar comes in cane, palm, or coconut forms. Calamansi juice is

added to the vinegar as an extra souring agent, imparting a sharp, wonderful flavor imprint.

Brown sugar can be substituted for white sugar if the marinade is to be sweeter, although

adding sugar at all is optional. Sprite, 7-Up, or pineapple juice is sometimes added to flavor

and tenderize the meat. Native banana ketchup is either added to the marinade itself, or mixed

with cooking oil and other ingredients to be used as a baste.Depending on the style of

marinade, garlic, onions, ginger, and black pepper are added for flavor. Lemongrass is used

traditionally just as a scent aromatic rather than as a flavoring agent for the marinade, stuffed

inside roast pig or chicken as it’s cooking.Culinary influencesThe Philippines’ culinary history

stems from four major influences: native Filipino, Chinese, Spanish, and American. The

Philippines shares a cultural heritage with Malayan archipelago from the past, and was already

trading with China long before the arrival of the Spanish. The country was under Spain (at

times through Mexico) for four hundred years. When the United States bought the Philippines

from Spain in 1898 and occupied it until after World War Two, it too left its indelible imprint on

the native culinary traditions.In the past thirty years, economic partnerships with Japan and



Korea have continued to expose Filipino cuisine to new tastes and techniques, continuing the

theme of food fusion so prevalent in the world today. Modern Filipino chefs have also added

French techniques and Italian ingredients to upgrade native dishes, particularly at more

upscale eateries.Barbecue festivalsFilipinos love to grill, and here are some of major barbecue

festivals held at different times throughout the country:Dagupan Bangus Festival- A tribute to

the milkfish, the Philippines’ national fish, held April 1 to May 1. The city of Dagupan twice held

the Guinness Book of World Record for the world’s longest barbecue (2003 and 2005), lining

up grills to stretch several kilometers.Parada ng Lechon (Parade of Roast Pigs)- a celebration

held in Balayan, Batangas, on June 24th (coinciding with the feast of St. John the Baptist).

Celebrants would dress up roast pigs in clothing to resemble popular celebrities, then parade

them around the community.Bacolod Chicken Inasal Festival- Honoring the city’s signature

barbecue dish while promoting its Manokan Country complex as a culinary destination, this

festival was first held in 2009, from May 15-20.In 2014, the Philippines reclaimed its crown of

having the longest barbecue in the world at the Malangsi "Fish-tival" in the town of Bayambang

in Pangasinan, creating a grilling line almost five miles long (8 kilometers) and cooking 60,000

fish.Inclusion of Pacific-Islander recipesNo book on Filipino Barbecue would be complete

without recipes from the neighboring Pacific cultures. Several theories maintain that Pacific-

Islanders may have originated from Southeast Asia, and given that Filipinos thrive in Hawaii,

Guam, and other islands in the Pacific today, I thought it only proper that their foods be

included in this collection.Both cultural spheres share the same wonderful bounty of seafood,

fruits, and vegetables found along the equatorial belt, and I had always been curious on how

seemingly distant cultures would cook the same ingredients. Much to my delight, both share a

passion for coconuts and roast pig, and the basic soy sauce and sugar marinade is a common

denominator in grilling.Like in the Philippines, time slows down in the Islands. But with high

humidity weighing the air down, the balmy tradewinds rustling the palm trees, and stunning

vistas framing the beach, who can blame it? But nothing brings people together more than the

smell of barbecue smoke wafting in the wind.Eating great food with friends and family at a

backyard luau or in the beach; life doesn’t get much better than that.A note about Filipino-style

diningWhen dining at home or in restaurants, Filipinos usually eat their food one of two ways:

with a spoon and fork, or with their bare hands.If eating with a spoon and fork, the spoon is

gripped with the right hand and is used as both a knife and a scoop. With the fork acting more

as an anchor to hold the food in place, the contour edge of the spoon is used to cut the food

into bit-size pieces. The fork hand then pushes the food (usually combined with rice) into the

spoon (cupping and compacting the food), and the spoon is raised to the mouth.When eating

with their bare hands (considered a very traditional way of eating), Filipinos only use the right

hand. Gathering and compacting food snugly with the very tips of the fingers, the food is raised

to the mouth. The thumb then comes forward and pushes the food inside, so the fingertips

don’t actually enter through the lips.Of course, it’s imperative that diners who eat with their bare

hands wash them before and after the meal.In recent years, so-called “Boodle Fights” or

“Boodle Feasts” have become extremely popular in native restaurants. This dining style

consists of bite-sized foods served in their own compartmentalized groupings, but arranged

together (horizontally or circular) as a massive whole over a sheet of banana leaves. Using

only his or her bare hands, the diner then selectively eats the particular dish presented (rice,

seafood, veggies, barbecue, etc.).Boodle feasting is perhaps the ultimate in communal

dining.Chapter 2: Barbecue Basics 101Getting StartedUnlike other forms of cooking where you

can leave the ingredients alone to stew, boil, bake, or roast, grilling food over a live fire is a very

interactive activity. Not only do you have to worry about controlling the heat (as opposed to it



controlling you), you also have to cook the meat at the appropriate temperature of doneness.

You must use your senses, instinct, and timing to make sure the meal is cooked through

without it getting burned, rotating and flipping it just enough to produce a delicious meal.Grilling

is an art that virtually anyone can master, but like all pursuits, it requires desire, patience,

technique, and perseverance. The more you do it, the better at it you will become, sometimes

only after leaving a trail of charred meals behind you.But there is just something alluringly

primal about cooking over high heat, fire, and smoke that’s hard to resist. Perhaps it’s a

vestigial emotion that harks back to our primordial past, an instinct to combat and control

nature and the environment. Eating delicious food made by our own hands, prepping the

ingredients, mixing the marinade, tending the fire, and then cooking and eating the food itself,

is a very gratifying experience. Whatever the motivation may be, the end result is usually one of

pride, exhaustion, and satisfaction.Let us now examine the basics of good grilling,

fundamentals that all barbecue enthusiasts should know.Selecting a grillWhen purchasing a

gas or charcoal grill, be sure to buy one that suits your cooking needs (backyard grilling,

tailgaiting, etc.), and is durable enough to last you for a long time. Look over the floor model

and rock it gently, making sure it’s not rickety in construction. Check how well the grill grates fit

onto the body frame, and see if the bars are sturdy enough to support a large amount of meat.

Look for air-flow vents on the lid, and beneath or in front of the grill body.A larger cooking area

means you can grill more meats and vegetables in a single session, rather than in small

successions. You may also be bold enough to grill or smoke a whole chicken, or several racks

of ribs, if the grill surface is wide enough and comes equipped with a dome lid. On the higher-

end models, internal thermometers, smoker compartments, and rotisserie attachments are

also available.Investing in a durable, well-constructed, and versatile gas or charcoal grill will

pay dividends in your future barbecue endeavors, and will help develop you into a terrific

cook.Charcoal grills versus Gas grillsBoth types have their advantages, so it’s actually more of

personal preference than anything else. Using a charcoal grill is definitely more time-

consuming when it comes to starting and maintaining the fire, but it does impart a smell and

flavor that just can’t be duplicated on a gas grill.On the other hand, cooking on a gas grill

literally means just turning it on and then using knobs to control the intensity of the heat. You

can also just shut the heat source off with the flip of a switch, unlike waiting for the coals to die

down on a charcoal grill. Unfortunately, gas grills also cannot reach the hotter temperatures

that charcoal can burn to.In the Philippines, virtually all grilling is done over or around live

coals. The recipes in this book, however, will come out delicious whichever grill you choose to

buy.Two basic types of charcoalCoals that can be purchased from stores generally come in two

forms: lump or briquette. Lump charcoal, crude and asymmetrical in appearance, can burn

hotter than its briquette counterpart, but it also extinguishes faster and needs to be replenished

more often. It also sometimes “pops” when it reaches a certain temperature.Briquettes are

uniform in size, shape, and compactness. Besides burning longer than its lump counterpart, it

can also come infused with aromatics to add flavor and smell to its smoke.Basic terms you

should knowDirect Grilling- Placing the meat on the grill grate and cooking it directly over the

heat source.Indirect grilling- Placing the meat on the grill grate and cooking it next to the heat

source, not over it. This is generally done with the lid of the grill closed, turning it into a type of

oven for roasting. However, spit-roasted whole pigs in the Philippines are cooked in the indirect

manner, and without a cover.Modified Indirect Grilling, Two-zone Fire- Placing the meat on the

grill grate and cooking it in-between a heat source that’s been split into two mounds with the lid

closed. This method is classic Indirect Grilling.One-zone Fire- A configuration where you have

a single layer of lit coals that fill the entire grilling area below the grill grates. Not typically ideal,



because you have to always be mindful of the grill’s cooking temperature, plus there’s nowhere

to transfer the meat should the fire become too hot.Two-zone Fire- A configuration where you

have two zones that make up the grilling area: a section with a single layer of lit coals, and a

section next to it that’s free of coals completely (known as a “safe” or “resting” area). A Two-

zone fire is ideal, because it gives you the option of cooking the meat directly or indirectly (or a

combination of both methods, if utilizing the lid), plus it enables you to transfer the meat to a

safe zone temporarily if the coals flare up and char the surface.Three-zone Fire- A

configuration where you have three zones that make up the grilling area: a “sear” zone made

up of a layered mound of lit charcoals (extremely hot, meant for producing killer grill marks on

the surface), a section of a single layer of lit coals (for steady cooking), and an empty zone of

no coals (for resting the meat).Spit roasting- method of cooking where the meat (generally

whole pig or chicken) is secured to a spit or a rod, and is made to rotate either directly over or

indirectly next to hot coals. This method ensures even cooking all the way around, and the

rotating motion actually helps the meat baste itself during the cooking process.Pit roasting-

method of cooking where the meat and root vegetables are wrapped in leaves, placed inside a

deep pit lined with heated stones, and is then covered with banana leaves, palm fronds, and

layers of burlap. Dirt is shoveled over the mounds, letting the hot stones steam and roast the

contents inside until done. This is a common practice of cooking among many Pacific-Islander

cultures.Smoking- method of cooking where the protein is cured, preserved, and flavored with

smoke. In the Philippines, the only food cooked with smoke is fish.Marinade- generally refers to

a liquid infused with aromatics that meat is immersed in for a period of time, meant for flavoring

and for tenderizing.Rub- comes in dry and wet forms. A dry rub refers to a mixture of simple or

complex ground dry spices or seasonings that is literally rubbed onto the meat for flavor (hence

the name). A wet rub takes the form of a spice paste (a combination of aromatics, dry

seasonings, and usually oil or water) that is slathered onto the meat prior to cooking.Baste- a

flavored liquid or sauce that is applied onto the meat as it’s cooking, meant for adding flavor

while keeping it moist during the cooking process.Glaze- similar to a baste, but meant more to

add a sheen to the meat as it’s cooking.Brine- a salt-based liquid or marinade that meat is

immersed in for flavor. Through the process of osmosis, the meat is both flavored and cured by

the salt. The typical brine contains equal parts salt and brown sugar that’s dissolved in

water.DefrostingIdeally, you should buy your meat the night before you cook it. But if you were

to buy frozen meat that’s to be eaten at a later date, you can either defrost it in a microwave

(follow the instruction manual for this), let it thaw naturally inside the refrigerator, or have the

meat thaw under cool running water in the sink. You should not simply leave it on the

countertop to defrost on its own, because you don’t want to take the chance of bacterial

contamination. Be sure to wipe the meat dry before using; you don’t want excess liquid to thin

out your marinade and dilute your flavor.Marinating pork, beef, or chickenIn Filipino barbecue,

meats are always left to marinate in the refrigerator overnight. This ensures that it’s going to be

packed with flavor when cooked the following day. It’s almost unheard of for most Pinoy grill

jockeys to simply slap a piece of meat onto a grill and cook it with just salt and pepper, or even

baste it with thick, store-bought sauce.The meats can be marinated inside a plastic, ceramic,

or stainless steel metal container (aluminum might give the liquid a metallic flavor), or inside

large plastic freezer bags now available in groceries. These bags allow you to massage and flip

the meat over repeatedly, to make sure that they’re evenly coated.Once you’ve placed the raw

meat inside the bag for marinating, I usually use a funnel to pour the marinade inside. This

method is much easier and less messy than using a cup or a ladle for the same purpose. If the

aromatics clog up the funnel tube, simply flip it over once the liquid has gone through.Soaking



and cooking with wooden skewersRealistically, all wooden skewers will eventually catch fire if

you cook them over fire long enough. That’s why when I cook skewered pork barbecue, I tend

to skewer the meat more like a kabob (down the middle), rather than weaving them on the stick

as if stitching with a needle (unless I’m cooking beef that’s been sliced very thin). The less you

expose the wood to the heat, then the less likely they’ll catch fire.How many of us here have

had their skewered meats break off into charred segments?A lot of books will tell you to place

your skewers inside a shallow baking dish full of water, soaking them for half at least half an

hour. But have you ever tried moving this dish to another location? It sloshes all over the place

and leaves yet another mess for you to clean.I prefer to simply fill a plastic pitcher with water,

three-fourths full, and soak the skewers this way for half an hour, point-side down. You can then

grab the bundle of skewers, swish them around, then flip them over to make sure they’re fully

soaked.When you’re finally about to cook your skewers over a hot fire, simply take a sheet of

aluminum foil (about the length of your grilling area), and fold it in half. Place this sheet under

the handle end of the barbecue sticks to prevent them from burning.Using a chimney starter

instead of a commercial starter fluidEver since I purchased my first chimney starter, I’ve never

had to soak a single mound of charcoal with those noxious starter fluids ever again. This

humble device makes grilling a lot easier now, and I highly recommend it for the serious griller.

To use it, you simply place a crumpled, two-page flat of newspaper beneath its hollow

chamber, then put charcoal inside its central receptacle. Once you’ve lit the paper below, the

vertical shape of the chimney starter allows the heat to funnel upwards, ensuring uniform

ignition. Once the top coals begin to turn grey and ashen on top (about 20-25 minutes), you

then pour the entire load out onto the firebox and begin cooking. Make sure the hotter coals on

the bottom of the chimney starter pour over the cooler ones on top. Although the amount of

coals you light will depend on the type and size of meal you’re cooking, it’s always a good idea

to buy the largest chimney starter you can find.Brushing the grill grates with a thin layer of

cooking oilFold a paper towel into a small square and dip it gently into a small bowl of

vegetable oil. Using tongs, lightly wipe it over the cooking area of your grill. Lubricating your

grill grating in this manner will prevent the meat from sticking as it’s cooking in high heat.

However, don’t soak the bars with too much oil, because this can cause flare-ups in the fire

below as you’re cooking.Creating grill marks on your meatVirtually all grilled meats served at

restaurants have those professional-looking, crosshatched marks on the surface. They’re

actually quite easy to do: create a Two or Three-zone layer of fire in your grill. Place the meat

over the hottest zone, at a 45° angle to the bars. After about two to two-and-a-half minutes,

rotate them 90° in the opposite direction, but still on the same side. Cook for another two to two-

and-a-half minutes. Once that side is adequately seared, flip the meat over again and repeat

this process on the opposite side.For a simpler explanation, place the meat on the grating at a

diagonal. Using the face of a clock as a reference, position the meat at 2:00 o’clock. Once it’s

been seared at that angle, simply rotate it counter-clockwise to 10:00 o’clock. Flip over and

repeat the process.How hot is hot?The intensity of the heat can be determined by how long

you can keep your palm over the lit coals, about twelve inches above them. This plays a very

important role in cooking your food, because mastery of barbecue largely depends upon the

mastery of heat. You must cook your meat at the appropriate temperature. Having the

temperature too high might cook the outside but leave the inside raw (which happens a lot with

grilling chicken), or just burn it altogether (turning your delicious barbecue skewers into

oversized charred matchsticks).Here is a “handy” temperature guide for manually determining

the heat simply by the feel of your hand. The number of full seconds you can comfortably place

your hand directly over the heat source (about a foot above it) determines how hot your fire



is:One to three seconds: High HeatFive seconds: Medium HeatTen seconds: Low HeatAfter

pouring the coals in and putting the grill grates in place to begin cooking, it’s simply a matter of

using your hand and waiting for the coals to burn down to reach the desired temperature you

need to cook your food in. Personally, I prefer to cook over Medium-high heat (about three-and-

a-half seconds).Remember: don’t start cooking your meats before the grill has reached its

optimum temperature. You’ll just sear the outside while keeping the inside raw.Flare-upsSince

you’re cooking with fat and oil, flare-ups often occur while grilling. If this happens, simply

remove the meat from over the coals and place it on the section of the grill without charcoals

(the so-called “resting” zone). Once the flare-up has subsided, return the meat to where it was.

A more fun way is to use a water bottle to spray over the charcoals. However, please adjust the

nozzle appropriately so it doesn’t create an ash plume beneath your cooking food.Lid up or lid

down?Thinner cuts or pieces of meat will obviously cook faster than thick ones. As a general

rule, if the thickness of the meat is thinner than the palm of your hand, then it’s better to grill it

with the lid up. If it’s thicker, then it’s better to cook with the lid down.BriningBrining your pork

chops or chicken will definitely add a new dimension to your dish. This simple technique

involves immersing your proteins in a salt-based liquid, and then letting the process of osmosis

(the natural diffusion and equalization of dominant pressure over a weaker space or state) to

impart a flavor throughout the meat.Depending on the amount of water needed to fully cover

your proteins, dissolve equal parts salt and sugar (i.e. a cup of each) into the liquid, and then

marinate. You can brine an entire chicken overnight, but for pork chops or chicken pieces, you

shouldn’t leave them in the brining solution for more than two hours, lest the meat becomes

rubbery.Aside from the salt and sugar formula, you can also get creative with aromatics and

seasonings to flavor the liquid. If using brown sugar (which tends to be loose structurally), be

sure to pack the crystals down within your measuring utensil.Trussing your chicken for

roastingTrussing your bird (tying its legs and wings together with butcher string to make a

compact shape) is always recommended when roasting a whole chicken over heat. Aesthetics

aside, it also helps the bird to cook more evenly all around, as opposed to having its cavity

exposed and with its appendages flopping about. If stuffing the bird with aromatics, trussing

definitely helps in keeping the contents inside.When should you brush your meat with the

marinade?Brushing meat with its own marinade as it’s cooking is a common practice in Filipino

barbecue. However, you run the risk of food poisoning if you do it just before you pull the meat

off the grill. You should never—EVER—mix cooked meat with the original raw, unboiled

marinade, particularly just as it’s about to get served.If you are going to brush meat with its

own marinade to keep it moist, do so early on in the cooking process, to give the liquid time to

cook. You can also reserve about a cup of the raw marinade after you’ve removed the meat,

and then cook it at a high boil for three minutes. Better yet, prior to pouring the marinade over

the meat itself, reserve about a clean cup specifically for basting during the cooking

process.How do you know when the meat is done?Remember, you want the meat cooked, not

BURNT. Aside from looking at the surface, the easiest way to see if the meat is cooked is to

use the “Poke” test. With either your finger or your tongs, simply press against the meat. If it

feels soft or tender, then it’s not quite done yet. When it feels moderately firm (NOT hard) to the

touch, then it’s time to get it off the grill. Remember that the meat will also continue to cook

after it’s been removed from the fire.A simple way of demonstrating the tactile doneness of

meat (or its rareness) is by pressing your fingers firmly against your thumb, and then feeling

the base of your thumb. Try this individually with your pointer finger, middle finger, ring finger,

and pinky fingers, respectively. Notice the varying degrees of firmness on the base of your

thumb as you go from pointer to pinky; the pliability of pressure when using the pointer finger



indicates its rareness, while the firmness of the pinky means it’s fully cooked. The varying

degrees of doneness in-between can be found in the middle and ring fingers.A secure method

is using a meat thermometer, which should be inserted in the middle of the thickest part of the

meat, but away from the bone. Please refer to the temperature doneness chart elsewhere in

this book for each type of meat you cook.Quickie doneness chartWhen is the meat cooked?

The standard actually varies between chefs and the U.S. Department of Agriculture. But as a

general guideline, here is the USDA recommended cooking temperatures for different meats.

Keep in mind that the internal temperature will continue to rise 5-10 degrees after you’ve

removed it from the heat. Filipinos generally like their meats well-done.Chicken, turkey, and

other poultry (including thighs, legs, wings, and ground meat)- Minimum 165 degrees.Pork-

Minimum 145 degrees, with a rest time of at least three minutes after the meat has reached

that temperature. It was formerly 160 degrees, which is closer to what I prefer.Beef, veal, and

lamb- Minimum 145 degrees, with a rest time of at least three minutes.Fish and shellfish-

Minimum 145 degrees.Ground meats (pork, beef, lamb, veal)- Minimum 160

degrees.Sausages- between 160-165 degrees(Ribs should be about 185 degrees, while pork

butt should be about 195 degrees. I personally prefer my chicken to be well-cooked, between

170 degrees and 180 degrees).When should you cut into the meat?After you’ve pulled the

meat from the fire, you should always wait about five to seven minutes before carving into it.

This short pause after the cooking process will allow the meat to “rest,” allowing for the juices

to cool and redistribute from its center, making for a more juicy meal.Cleaning the grill:The best

times to clean a grill is actually just before you place the meat on the grill (when it’s extremely

hot in preheating), and then right after you remove the meat from the grill when you’re done

cooking. The heat makes it easier for you to scrub the smut and particles off the grating with a

heavy-duty wire brush. You can then apply a thin coat of oil across the bars to prevent rust

from setting in.A simple way of cleaning the bars while they’re hot is using a sheet of tin foil

that’s been crumpled into a ball, and then taking tongs to scrub the grating thoroughly.When

done grilling, simply close off all the grill’s vents (on the dome, in front, and the ash vent below)

and let it cool by itself. No oxygen means no heat to ignite the coals. Do not use water to douse

the hot charcoals (it’s not good to the metal, plus the plume of ash is unhealthy to breath). You

can then dispose of the used, ashen charcoals the following day.It’s important to empty out the

ash container below the grating. You always want to make sure that the vent is free of

obstruction, so air can come in freely for the next grilling session.When not in use, a good way

to further clean the grill grating is to spray it with commercial oven cleaner, and then inserting it

inside a large garbage bag for about half an hour. Rinse it off thoroughly afterwards with

water.SafetyAbove all, you must observe all rules of safety while grilling. Since you’re working

over high heat and fire, commonsense dictates that you do not cook next to any material or

structure that’s flammable or combustible. Keep children and pets away from your grill, and

don’t wear any article of clothing or jewelry that can dangle into the flames and catch fire.

Wearing an apron can certainly keep your garments from getting soiled, and be sure to wear

close-toed shoes. I’ve had my share of errant glowing embers find their way past my flip-flops

and onto my open toes. Keep a bucket of water, an active garden hose, or even a fire-

extinguisher close by, in case of unexpected emergencies. If you’re grilling over a wooden floor

or surface (such as an elevated outdoor patio), purchase one of those protective mats that can

go under your grill to protect the flooring below you.And finally…Whether it’s prepping the

marinade, soaking the meats, cooking them the following day, or cleaning up afterwards, being

organized is the key to having a successful grilling session. For each endeavor, have your

ingredients or tools placed at the ready at your respective work stations. Eating delicious grilled



food is a combination of using quality ingredients and sound cooking techniques. And at the

end of it all, consistent grill clean-up and maintenance sets you up for the next fabulous

meal.So with the coals hot and at the correct temperature, the grill bars lubricated, your

cooking tools at your side, and the marinated meat waiting to placed, it’s now time to start

cooking!Chapter 3: Tools for BarbecuingThere are many tools available to the grill enthusiast at

the local market, home and garden, hardware, or department store. Bought singularly or in

packs, they come in every shape, size, and material you can think of. For me personally,

however, a lot of these gadgets seem to go more for appearance rather than functionality. For

Filipino grilling (or for most grilling, actually), you really just need simple, sturdy tools that can

stand up to high heat, and are easy to use and clean. And given the tools’ availability

throughout the year (particularly during grilling season), they all can be easily replaced. The

following are what’s worked for me.Cooking ToolsTongs: These are great for grabbing, moving,

or turning meat over while grilling. You should always have two, one for handling raw meat and

one for handling cooked meat. Spring-loaded tongs work a bit better than the manual, scissor-

like tongs (especially if you’re wearing gloves), but both work.Wide-head spatula: They’re not

only good for turning burgers, but also flat steaks, chicken pieces, and whole fish when tongs

aren’t available. If you have more than one, you can use the other to help rake charcoals into

mounds for indirect grilling.Chimney starter: Incredibly efficient alternative to dousing starter

fluid on a mound of coals, or fanning charcoals to life by hand. Insert one or two two-page flats

of newspaper in the lower chamber, pour the charcoals inside, then light the newspaper. In

20-25 minutes, you’ll have lit coals to begin cooking. Be sure to get the biggest one you can

find.Stiff wire scrub brush: A must for cleaning the grill grating. The best time to actually clean

the grating is just prior to grilling the meats, when the coals are hot. In the heat, it’s easier to

scrub away the residue and particles than when the bars are cold. The same principle applies

after you’ve finished grilling; scrub the grating to remove the particles while the grill is still hot. If

you don’t have one handy, simply crumple a small sheet of tin foil into a ball and use that to

scrub instead.Gloves: You’re dealing with high-heat, so it’s imperative you protect your hands

while cooking. Gloves come in cloth, leather or in heat-resistant rubber. Just make sure you are

able to grip your tools fully and comfortably, and that your fingers aren’t impeded.Meat

thermometer: Street grill-masters in the Philippines know when the meats are done through

experience and sheer repetition. Using the temperature chart in this book, you can use a

manual or digital meat thermometer to make doubly sure the meat is thoroughly

cooked.Basting brush: Comes in natural or synthetic bristles of various widths, used for

brushing the marinade, oil, or sauce onto the meat for added flavor. Get at least two sizes, a

narrow one and a wide one. In some parts of Southeast Asia, lemongrass stalks are actually

trimmed and used basting brushes, imparting their citrus imprint on the meat.Spray bottle: It

can be used to apply either a thin marinade or a basting sauce directly to the meat, or water on

the coals to douse flare-ups.Hand fan: Manual way of starting and maintaining a fire to light

coals. Indispensable if a chimney starter or lighter fluid is not available. It is still widely used in

the Philippines.Skewers: There are both wooden and metal skewers available on the market,

coming in different shapes, lengths and thicknesses. Wooden ones should be soaked in water

for half an hour prior to threading the meat and grilling them. Bamboo skewers used in the

Philippines are slightly thicker than the ones sold here in the U.S.Grill press: Handled weights

that you can put on top of your steak or chicken to sear them as they’re cooking, flattening the

protein, speeding up the cooking process, and making killer grill marks on the surface. If you

don’t have a grill press, you can improvise by using a brick instead. Wrap the brick up in tin foil,

shiny-side out, and place it on top of the meat.Apron, goggles and face mask: Aprons help



keep your clothes clean. Goggles and surgical face masks are particularly helpful if the smoke

becomes so thick that it begins to sting your eyes and makes it difficult for you to

breathe.Prepping ToolsMarinating containers: Deep baking trays, large bowls, or soup pots;

any glass, ceramic, metal, or plastic container large enough to fit in the refrigerator and used to

store meat and its liquid for marination. If using a metal bowl, make sure that it’s made of

stainless steel, as aluminum may react to the acid component of a marinade and give it an off-

flavor.
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The Best Collection of Filipino Recipes: Philippine's Cookbook of Authentic Dishes, Pulutan!

Filipino Bar Bites, Appetizers and Street Eats: (Filipino cookbook with over 60 Easy-to-Make

Recipes), The Filipino Instant Pot Cookbook: Classic and Modern Filipino Recipes for Your

Electric Pressure Cooker, Filipino Cookbook: 85 Homestyle Recipes to Delight Your Family and

Friends, The Filipino-American Kitchen: Traditional Recipes, Contemporary Flavors, I Am a

Filipino: And This Is How We Cook, Korean BBQ: Master Your Grill in Seven Sauces [A

Cookbook], Let's Make Dumplings!: A Comic Book Cookbook, Ramen Made Simple: A Step-by-

Step Guide, The Pho Cookbook: Easy to Adventurous Recipes for Vietnam's Favorite Soup

and Noodles, The Japanese Grill: From Classic Yakitori to Steak, Seafood, and Vegetables [A

Cookbook], The World of Filipino Cooking: Food and Fun in the Philippines by Chris Urbano of

"Maputing Cooking" (over 90 recipes), Cook Real Hawai'i: A Cookbook

TB, “Good book for Filipino grill recipe and other.. This book is not just about Filipino bbq it

also includes the famous dish of Filipino people. If you love Filipino dish you need to grab one

of this. I know it's nice to have pics of the dishes but for the price I can't complain. My only

suggestion for the author since it doesn't have pics is to have YouTube channel so other could

easily understand how we cook.”

Imelda's Fetish, “Great Primer on Asian-Pacific BBQ recipes et. al.. The author's passion, in-

depth research, helpful tips, and assorted recipes revolving around regional Tropical Pacific

Islander barbecue make this a unique go-to culinary resource. This whets my appetite to seek

other gastronomic publications by Alex G. Paman.”

Eds, “Great Recipes. Love this book! I recommend this book because the recipes are easy to

follow and interesting recipes as well.”

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/lJglE/Filipino-Barbecue-Alex-G-Paman


P. W., “Good Book. Good Recipes.. Good Book. Good Recipes.There are no pictures which is

the only downfall of this book.”

Mary Ramos, “Buy it!. Great book! Am able to experience the flavors that I enjoyed so much

growing up.”

By CJs Pirate, “Y-U-M! Every Recipe is an Adventure. If reading this book doesn't weaken the

tastebuds, call your doctor. Every recipe is an adventure.Alex Paman did the culinary world a

huge favor putting this together. The food of the Philippines is a combination of (true) Spanish,

Asian and Poly- Micronesian. Some recipe names might be recognized and yet the recipe

itself totally different from what you might had be believed.As a fan of pancit and Filipino adobo

(as well as the Mexican, Cuban and Spanish varieties), I was thrilled to see the

recipesincluded.Steven Raichlen, the guru of the grill, aptly states in the forward the

misunderstood and marvelous flavor to be found.”

EPICurean M., “Excellent Filipino marinades, rubs, proteins, vegetables coming from the

Philippines to Hawaii. This cookbook is a well-written compendium of Filipino recipes that list

marinades, rubs, a guide to Filipino barbecue, snacks and grilled proteins from the different

regions of the Philippines, Guam, Hawaii. This book is worth its price as it lists a great guide of

what Filipino barbecue is all about using traditional ingredients that have Chinese, Malay,

Filipino, Spanish and American influences. He even gives great accompaniment that goes with

grilled meats like different types of fried rice, sawsawan (or dipping sauces), and other pickled

items and salads to go with it. Few things to consider is better to add more fresh minced garlic

to marinades when you are grilling. Marinate your proteins for more than 3 days to get the

maximum flavor when you are grilling.”

Helen Verhagen, “Filipino BBQ plus more. Great BBQ & salad recipes from AROUND THE

WORLD , more than a Filipino BBQ cookbook. Lucky I bought 2 as I have 2 sons with Filipino

Heritage. An excellent book that can pass on to the family to refer to and enjoy for many years

to come. Authentic recipes from Alex Paman ”

The book by Alex G. Paman has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 19 people have provided feedback.
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